
Die verborgene Stadt / The Concealed City 
 

The main focus of Luk Perceval’s, Flemish theatre and film director, documentary can be 

found in the complex, historical Linz underground tunnel system that served as protection for 

the civil population during World War III air raids. 

Actor Felix Römer takes over the role of a „stranger“, one of the first active listeners, 

spectators or inquisitive questioners, and from his perspective, the film incorporates various 

traces, narrative filaments and explores interesting questions. 

During filming in September 2007, Linz tour guide Gundula Grabner accompanied Perceval  

to the underground tunnels and in great detail, she conveyed the history and stories of the 

tunnels, including the Limoni tunnels, Aktienkellers, as well as the imposing 

Schloßbergstollen that were mainly used and constructed in the centre of town during the 

Third Reich. Beginning in the underworld, Perceval spans an interesting arch of (economic) 

history in Linz, including the Gugl, botanical garden, up to the history of the Hatschek 

mansion and its builder. 

The film „Die verborgene Stadt / The Concealed City“ undeniably portrays Luk Perceval’s 

unique, distinctive style. Together with a professional filming company, he portrays “empty 

hands” on the search, carrying pictures and sound together, and captures personalities, 

stories as well as historical locations through the lens of his camera. As cameraman, 

Perceval proceeds to share his personal, intuitive views with the audience, whereby the 

project clearly differentiates itself from that of the common aesthetic of a documentary. 
 

Idea / Conception // Luk Perceval 
 
Luk Perceval is an actor, author and director. In 1979 he began his acting career at the National 
Theater in Antwerp and in 1984 he founded the independent troupe “Blawe Maandag Comagnie”, one 
of the most important representatives of the “Flemish Wave” (a movement by Flemish artists whose 
innovative work transformed the theatre). With BMCie he instantiated, among other things, the 
Shakespeare marathon “Ten oorlog” (the German version premiered under the title “Schlachten!” at 
the Salzburg Festival; in 2000 he was invited to a theatre assembly in Berlin and awarded 
Performance of the Year). In 1998 he became the director of the Antwerp National Theatre, the theatre 
he had left in the 1980s. Since 2000, he has worked regularly as a director in Germany. 
 
Felix Römer (born 1960 in Vienna) is an actor and author. He studied acting in Vienna and has 
performed, among other places, at the Burgtheater Vienna, the Graz Playhouse, Theatre Krefeld / 
Mönchengladbach, State Theater of Saarbrücken, State Theater of Kassel, Dortmund Theatre, 
Playhouse Frankfurt (guest). In 2002 he became a permanent ensemble member of the Schaubühne 
in Berlin. 
 


